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Abstract

I chose this project because it’s known that girls have better memory than boys so I was intrigued 
by girls having better memory so I wanted to test out if girls had better memory than boys even if 
the questions were more complex. I think that girls will have better accuracy than boys because it is 
already known that girls get better accuracy on test than boys, so I think that if girls do better than 
boys in education, then memory should be no problem for them. Memory may not be in the 
education matter but girls are also better at being more well ordered, not so stressed, so they can 
probably have as much as overwhelming stuff to do as boys but manage it better. So if they can 
manage a lot on their plate then memorization should be no problem. I  decided to do some 
research on my project and got 15  images that are tricky and placed them on a google form. I  got a 
small selected group of girls and boys to fill out a google form virtually. I compared the boys to the 
girls scores and 11 out of the 15 questions the girls guessed correctly. This proved that my 
hypothesis was not only correct but that we truly do use this in our everyday life because girls 
handling stress better impacts how memorization plays a role, it shows how girls are more capable 
of memorizing and taking that to their advantage.



Purpose: Testing out if girls remain to have better memory than boys even with tricker 
questions/comparisons.  I chose this topic because it’s known that girls have better hearing, eye 
vision, and memory than boys, so I was intrigued by girls having better memory so I wanted to test 
out if girls had better memory than boys even if the questions were more complex.

Question: Does the Mandela Effect impact more boys than girls?

Purpose & Question



Background Research
The Nelson Mandela Effect and how it shook the internet.  The idea of the Mandela Effect sparked in 2010 when people 
claimed Nelson Mandela, the former president of South Africa, had passed away in the 80’s while in prison.  Even 
though he passed away in 2013, rumours began to pour out and people began to talk about how he passed and how 
vividly they remembered it; such as seeing clips of his funeral live on national television.  When a paranormal 
consultant named Fiona Broome discussed the effect and gave it the title “Mandela Effect,” many other researchers say 
this has nothing to do with paranormal activity, rather just humans being imperfect and having false memories.  Still, 
after a decade of research being done and conspiracies being concluded, the Mandela Effect continues to play mind 
games, even in the most simple ways.

The Mandela Effect and how it tricks the human mind.  The Mandela Effect is caused by false memories, 
confabulation, priming, and Alternate Realities & Parallel Universes.  Many researchers lean towards false memories 
to be the main cause of the effect, such as taking a science test with false similar terms like global warming and 
climate change, but not accorded words such as air, water, and land pollution. You may vividly remember something 
and be certain that it’s right but in reality is the complete opposite.  A common example of this would be people 
mistaking the famous line from Sleeping Beauty being “Mirror, Mirror on the wall,” but it’s actually  “Magic mirror on 
the wall.”  A much tricker effect would be “Lost in the Mall” . This effect was created by Jim Coan describing to his 
younger brother how he had gotten lost in the mall and includes specific details to make it seem more believable.  



Background Research Continued
His brother did believe him and when the idea of the effect was released, cognitive psychologist and expert on human 
memory, Elizabeth Loftus tested out this idea and about 25% of participants failed to recognize that this situation was 
false.  Most people’s daily lives are affected by the Mandela Effect and don’t ever seem to realize it.

The Mandela Effect and Societal changes/thoughts on it.  Well the Mandela Effect may get some flashbacks for being 
considered as “unrealistic” or “unimaginable” it still remains to be discussed and many others tend to actually handle 
it over social media instead of conference meetings or anything in that sort.  There have been over 10,000 tweets 
about the Mandela Effect on Twitter, in which people will argue on there about the effect, rather it being realistic or 
unimaginable, and people just sharing their experiences of possibly interfering with Mandela Effect.  The research I 
have done has taught me so much more about my science fair project and will impact me on how I will test this on 
people.  This will influence me to be more considerate of the questions I’m planning on asking or my target audience.

3 Key things I learned:
● The Mandela Effect is caused by false memories, confabulation, priming, and Alternate Realities & Parallel 

Universes.
● The idea of the Mandela Effect sparked in 2010 when people claimed Nelson Mandela, the former president of 

South Africa, had passed away in the 80’s while in prison.
● You may vividly remember something and be certain that it’s right but in reality is the complete opposite. 



Independent Variable: The person.
Dependent Variable: The answer to the questions.
Control Variable(s): The questions being asked.

Hypothesis: I think that the girls will have  better accuracy than the boys because girls already have 
better eye vision, hearing, grades, and memory than boys, so I think that if girls overpower boys in 
education then memory should be no problem for them. Memory may not be in the education 
matter but girls are also better at being more well ordered, not so stressed, so they can probably 
have as much as overwhelming stuff to do as boys but manage it better. So if they can manage a lot 
on their plate then memorization should be no problem.

Variables & Hypothesis



Materials:
● Chromebook
● IPhone
● Printer
● Pen(s)

Materials



Procedure

1. Create a google form with 15  examples of the Mandela Effect, possibly be quotes but 
should mostly be images.

2. Have 10 people receive the form to fill it out (should be a fair amount of girls and boys 
taking the form.)

3. Compare the results of the girls and boys to see who got a higher accuracy on the form by 
combining the boys and girls results separately.

4. Then apply the results on a stacked line graph so you can analyze the results better.
5. If the girls get a better result than the boys or vice versa, then you are then able to declare 

whether or not it is true that girls have better memorization skills than boys.



Pictures & Captions

C-3PO with a gold lower leg & silver lower leg, (the 
image of C-3PO with the silver lower leg is correct.)

Images of Cinderella with and without ears showing, Cinderella 
without her ears being shown is the correct version. Looney Tunes & the misspelled version “Looney Toons.”

The Berenstains Bears & the misspelled version “The 
Berensteins Bears.”



Data Table



Data Analysis Option 1 = Incorrect Answers
Option 2 = Correct Answers



Conclusion
Yes, the Mandela Effect does have more of an impact on boys than girls. Data from my experiment helps 
support my claim because a lot more girls choose the correct answers unlike the boys who would choose 
answers that were incorrect, even though I didn’t create my graph specifically on boys and girls, when I 
went back to my google forms and viewed who had answered my questions, I realized it was more of a 
pattern with the boys mistakes. My project is important because it helps support how girls do have better 
memory than boys, even when it comes to more complex questions, girls continue to get a better accuracy 
in memorization questions than boys. My project relates to the real world because in our daily 
activities/tasks that we do, we are constantly feeling the need to memorize assignments for school and 
jobs, but even when it comes to the basics such as having to memorize vocab words or what street to turn 
on. Like taking a turn on Blvd when the map really said to take a turn on Elm, that is a perfect example of 
how our mind tricks us to believe something that never happened in reality. I could improve my 
experiment by selecting a much closer age group instead of doing multiple age groups and definitely 
having more people take the survey so I could have more of an open range of results because on my data 
my results were like a pattern which weren’t that thrilling nor exactly that shocking. What I'd really like to 
learn about my project topic is if your age affects your memorization, such as if you're younger, you have 
better memory because your mind is still new and fresh not old, filled with plenty of other memories that 
obviously cause you to forget things.
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